MEMBERS PRESENT:-

1. Prof (Dr) K N Madhusoodanan (in the Chair)
   Vice-Chancellor
2. Prof (Dr) P G Sankaran
   Pro Vice Chancellor
3. Sri M Swaraj, MLA
4. Dr R Sasidharan
5. Dr Poornima Narayan R
6. Sri Krishnakumar K K
7. Prof. Alexander K Samuel
8. Smt Shiny Paul
9. Dr Sasi Gopalan
10. Dr S M Sunoj
11. Dr Beena K S
12. Dr C K Aanandan
13. Dr Ranjini Bhattathiripad
14. Sri Prajul K V
15. Sri Ferold Xavier S D
16. Sri Jaisukhlal N

ALSO PRESENT:-

Prof (Dr.) K Ajitha
Registrar

THE VICE CHANCELLOR REPORTED THE FOLLOWING MATTERS BEFORE THE SYNDICATE:

1. REQUESTS OF LEAVE OF ABSENCE GIVEN BY SRI C J GEORGE, DR K K SAJU AND DR K P INDIRADEVI.
2. THE DISTINGUISHED YOUTH FACULTY/RESEARCHER AWARD 2018-19 CEREMONY WILL BE HELD ON 5TH MARCH 2020 AND DR. RAJAN GURUKKAL,
Vice Chairman of the Kerala State Higher Education Council will distribute the awards.

(3) In the Confirmed Minutes of the 671st Syndicate in Item No. 671.03 the word ‘Honorary’ be added before the Director of International Relations to read as Dr. N. Balakrishna, Professor, Department of Statistics as Honorary Director, International Relations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No.</th>
<th>SUBJECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>673.01</td>
<td>Confirmation of the minutes of the 672nd meeting of the Syndicate held on 25.01.2020 (Saturday).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Syndicate resolved to confirm the minutes of 672nd meeting of the Syndicate held on 25.01.2020 with the following modification/addendum as Item No.672.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Syndicate also resolved to authorize the following members of the Standing Committee on Staff &amp; Establishment to meet and make necessary proposal for the conduct of Staff Day in April 2020:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Dr Sasi Gopalan (Convenor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Dr Poornima Narayan R and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Prof. Alexander K Samuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>673.02</td>
<td>ATR of the 668th &amp; 669th Syndicate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Syndicate noted the Action Taken Report of the meetings of 668th and 669th Syndicate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>673.03</td>
<td>Finalisation of answers to Senate Questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Syndicate considered and finalized the Senate questions and answers of the Senate to be held on 07.03.2020.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>673.04</td>
<td>Closure of Tem Deposits under “CUF Pension Fund” with PNB, Thrikkakara Branch – Reinvestment of closure proceeds as fresh Term Deposit with District Treasury – Reporting to Syndicate – Ratification of – Reg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Syndicate considered along with the recommendation of the Standing Committee of the Syndicate on Finance and Purchase, the action taken by the Vice Chancellor in the matter of closure of Term Deposits under “CUF Pension Fund” with PNB, Thrikkakara Branch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and reinvestment of the closure proceeds as a fresh Term Deposit with District Treasury, Kakkanad for a period of five years with an interest @8.50% p.a. under ‘CUF Pension Fund’.

The Syndicate resolved to ratify the action taken by the Vice Chancellor to close the Term Deposits with PNB Thrikkakara Branch on maturity and to reinvest the closure proceeds as a fresh Term Deposit with District Treasury, Kakkanad for a period of five years with an interest @8.50% p.a. under ‘CUF Pension Fund’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>673.05</th>
<th>Department of Computer Applications – New Course – M.Sc Computer Science with Specialization in Data Science – Starting of – Action taken by the Vice-Chancellor – Reporting of – Reg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Syndicate considered along with the recommendation of the Standing Committee of the Syndicate on Academic matters, the action taken by the Vice Chancellor, the matter of starting new course M.Sc Computer Science with Specialization in Data Science from 2020 academic year onwards.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Syndicate resolved to ratify the action taken by the Vice Chancellor.

(Academic A)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>673.06</th>
<th>Dr. C. K. Aanandan, CSIR Emeritus Scientist – Department of Electronics – Unwillingness to take up the post of University Emeritus Professorship – Reporting of – Reg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Syndicate considered along with the recommendation of the Standing Committee of the Syndicate on Academic matters and Staff &amp; Establishment, the request of Dr. CK Aanandan his unwillingness to take up the post of University Emeritus Professorship.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Syndicate noted the unwillingness expressed by Dr. C K Aanandan, CSIR Emeritus Scientist to join the post of University Emeritus Professor as he had already joined the CSIR Emeritus Scientist Scheme w.e.f. 02.09.2019.

PL(UGC)
673.07 Request for revoking suspension and condonation of shortage of attendance during the period – Consideration of – Reg.

The Syndicate considered along with the recommendation of the Standing Committee of the Syndicate on Academic matters, the request of the student’s parent to revoke the suspension of his son Mr. Amir Shahasad K C and to condone the shortage of attendance during the period from 05.11.2019 to 04.02.2020.

*The Syndicate noted that the student’s suspension period is over. The Syndicate also noted that the request for condonation of shortage of attendance is referred to Academic Council.*

(Ac.A)

673.08 Commencement of Term Deposits under ‘Provident Fund’ & ‘SOE Pension Fund’ with District Treasury – Reporting to Syndicate – Ratification of – Reg.

The Syndicate considered along with the recommendation of the Standing Committee on Finance and Purchase, in the matter of open two Term Deposits under ‘Provident Fund’ & ‘SOE Pension Fund’ with District Treasury, Kakkanad for a period of three years with an interest @8.50% p.a.

*The Syndicate resolved to ratify the action taken by the Vice Chancellor to open two Term Deposits under ‘Provident Fund’ & ‘SOE Pension Fund’ with District Treasury, Kakkanad for a period of three years with an interest @8.50% p.a.*

(Cash)

673.09 G.O.No. m.g.(m/s)no.1720/2019/डो. dated 27.9.2019 – Implementation – Reporting of – Reg.

The Syndicate considered along with the recommendations of the Standing Committee of the Syndicate on Academic matters, the action taken by the Vice Chancellor, in implementing the Government Order No. m.g.(m/s)no.1720/2019/डो. dated 27.9.2019 in the University vide U.O. No. CUSAT/AC(A).A3/601/2019 dtd 20.11.2019.
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Syndicate resolved to ratify the action taken by the Vice Chancellor. (Ac.A)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Extension of provisional recognition of the recognized Institution for the Academic Year 2019-20 – Indian Institute of Information Technology and Management, Kerala – Inspection Committee Report placed for consideration of the Syndicate – Reg.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>673.10</strong></td>
<td><strong>The Syndicate considered along with the recommendation of the Standing Committee of the Syndicate on Academic matters, the Report of Inspection Committee for the provisional recognition to Indian Institute of Information Technology and Management-Kerala to conduct various programmes for the Academic Year 2019-20. The Syndicate resolved to approve the Report of the Inspection Committee for granting extension of provisional recognition to Indian Institute of Information Technology and Management-Kerala for the Academic Year 2019-20 for conducting various programmes in M.Sc and M.Phil courses. (Ac.C)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>673.11</strong></td>
<td><strong>Extension of the term of the Emeritus Professorship of Dr. M. Jathavedan in the Department of Computer Applications – Reg.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Syndicate considered along with the recommendations of the Standing Committee of the Syndicate on Staff and Establishment and Academic matters, the request of Dr.M.Jathavedan for the extension of the term of the Emeritus Professorship after attaining the age of 70 years and the recommendations of the Head, Department of Computer Applications along with the report of the work done by him during the past five years. The Syndicate resolved to extend the term of the Emeritus Professorship of Dr. M Jathavedan, for 2 years in the Department of Computer Applications after attaining the age of 70 years, considering the recommendations of the Department Council, Research Committee and the Head of the Department along with the report of the work done by him during the past five years as Emeritus Professor. (Appendix I)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MoU for collaboration of School of Legal Studies, CUSAT with National Law School of India University, Bengaluru – Reg.

The Syndicate considered along with the recommendation of the Standing Committee of the Syndicate on Academic matters the action taken by the Vice Chancellor, in signing the MoU for collaboration of the School of Legal Studies, CUSAT with National Law School of India University, Bengaluru subject to reporting to the Syndicate.

The Syndicate resolved to ratify the action taken by the Vice Chancellor in having signed the MoU for collaboration of the School of Legal Studies, CUSAT with National Law School of India University, Bengaluru.

(IRAA)

Revised Guidelines for denial of vacation to University Teachers – Reg.

The Syndicate considered along with the recommendations of the Standing Committees of the Syndicate on Staff & Establishment, Finance and Purchase and Academic matters, the revised guidelines for denial of vacation of University teachers made by Dr. C K Aanandan, Dean, Faculty of Technology.

The Syndicate resolved to approve the revised guidelines for denial of vacation of University teachers is given below:

1. Engaging regular classes
2. Examination duty of their department /School.
3. NAAC/NBA accreditation related work.
4. CAT Duty, Admission Counselling
5. Staff in charge of IQAC, IRAA, Placement Cell, Equal Opportunity Cell, NSS activities restricted to NSS camps only.
6. Duty as Head of Department
7. PI of major research project of value more than 15 lakhs in the case of Science, Technology & Engineering and ₹3 lakhs and above, in the case of Humanities & Social Sciences.

8. Any other duty assigned by the University.

9. Saturdays and Sundays are excluded from the dates of Denial of vacation.

(Ad.F)

---

673.14

**Equivalence of Associateship (Diploma) of Institution of Chemists, Kolkata (AIC) to M.Sc Chemistry – Recommendation of Equivalence Committee – Reporting of – Reg.**

The Syndicate considered along with the recommendations of the Standing Committee of the Syndicate on Academic matters, the matter of equivalence of Associateship (Diploma) of Institution of Chemists, Kolkata (AIC) to M.Sc Chemistry in light of the recommendation of the Equivalence Committee held on 20.12.2019 that the Associateship of Diploma in Chemists is far inferior to M.Sc Chemistry of CUSAT.

The Syndicate resolved to refer the matter to the Academic Council.

(Ac.C)

---

673.15

**Request for appointment of Dr. K.A.Simon, former Director (on contract), KMSME as an Advisor to Kunjali Marakkar School of Marine Engineering – Reg.**

The Syndicate considered along with the recommendations of the Standing Committees of the Syndicate on Staff & Establishment and Finance and Purchase, the request for appointment of Dr. K.A.Simon, former Director (on contract), KMSME as an Advisor to Kunjali Marakkar School of Marine Engineering.

The Syndicate resolved to decline the request.

(Ad.F)

---

673.16

**ACARR – Payment of Electricity Charges, Salaries Officers – Non Teaching & Establishment from the University Funds – Reg.**

The Syndicate considered along with the recommendation of the
| 673.17 | Standing Committee of the Syndicate on Finance and Purchase the action taken by the Vice Chancellor, *subject to ratification by the Syndicate*, sanctioning (i) the payment of electricity charges and (ii) incorporation of new budget heads for the payment of Salaries – Officers Non Teaching and Salaries – Establishment Officers for the running of Advanced Centre for Atmospheric Radar Research.

*The Syndicate resolved to ratify the action taken by the Vice Chancellor.*

(Finance) |
| 673.17 * | **Enquiry against Dr. K Sajan and other two teachers of the Marine Geology and Geo Physics Department – Decision of the Enquiry Officer and Subsequent Legal Opinion- Reported – Reg.**

The Syndicate considered the legal opinion given by the Standing Counsel of the University regarding the decision of the Enquiry Officer on the Enquiry against Dr. K. Sajan and other two teachers of the Marine Geology and Geo Physics Department.

*The Syndicate resolved to go with the opinion of the Standing Counsel to overrule the decision of the Enquiry Officer and direct her to go ahead with the enquiry.*

*Also resolved to direct the Enquiry Officer to complete the Enquiry within three months time.*

(Legal Affairs) |
| 673.18 * | **Syndicate Resolution to stop and recover the increment given to Associate Professors who failed to acquire Ph.D degree within seven years – Representations received from the teachers organizations – Consideration of – Reg.**

The Syndicate considered the representations received from the service organizations of teachers regarding the earlier decision of the Syndicate vide Item No.671.37, based on the objections of the Special Audit Part of Accountant General Office, to stop and recover the increments given to Associate Professors who failed to acquire Ph.D
degree within seven years.

*The Syndicate resolved to authorize the Vice Chancellor to take steps for the implementation of G.O.(Ms)No:204/2019/H.Edn dtd. 29.06.2019.*

(Ad.F)

---

**COMMITTEE ITEMS**

| FP-01 | Request to extend the period of UJRF to 4 years (2+2) from the existing $3^{1/2}(2+1^{1/2})$ years – Reg. |

The Syndicate considered the recommendations made by the Standing of the Syndicate on Finance and Purchase on the request to extend the period of UJRF to 4 years (2+2) from the existing $3^{1/2}(2+1^{1/2})$ years

The Syndicate resolved to refer the matter again to the Standing Committee of the Syndicate on Finance and Purchase with a detailed note incorporating year wise financial commitment and number of students.

---

**ITEMS OUTSIDE THE AGENDA**


The Syndicate considered the Minutes of the Grievance Redressal Committee meeting in the University dated 07.01.2020 as Outside Agenda Item.

*The Syndicate resolved to accept the report and authorized the Vice Chancellor to implement the various recommendations except para 2 of Item No.4, (cases of those joined as Technicians and later promoted as Technical Assistants under CAS). Since the latter requires detailed study, the Syndicate authorized the Grievance Redressal Committee to make recommendations on each of such cases, after a detailed study, for consideration of the next meeting of the Syndicate. (Report of the Grievance Redressal Committee is enclosed as Appendix –II)*

---
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2. **Conduct of alleged Musical nights, DJ parties and Professional shows in CUSAT and in Hostels – Note from Dr. Usha Titus, Principal Secretary, Higher Education & Environment Department, Govt. of Kerala to strictly adhere with the Circular No. 26483/G1/2015/ H.Edn. dtd. 12.10.2015.**

The Syndicate considered the Note received from Dr. Usha Titus, Principal Secretary, Higher Education & Environment Department, Govt. of Kerala based on an allegation received in that office regarding the conduct of Musical nights, DJ parties and Professional shows being conducted regularly in CUSAT Campus including the hostels and an instruction to comply with the instructions issued by the Government in Circular No. 26483/G1/2015/H.Edn. dtd. 12.10.2015.

*The Syndicate resolved to constitute a committee to make recommendations on the matter of conduct of Tech Fests and other events by students with the following members:*

*Prof. Alexander K Samuel (Convenor), Dr Poornima Narayan R, Dr Sasi Gopalan and Dr Beena K S as Committee Members.*

---

3. **Conduct of Special Supplementary B.Tech Examinations for prior 2012 Scheme and 2012 Scheme candidates in the year 2020 - Issue raised by Sri. Prajul K.V.**

*The Syndicate resolved to conduct Special Supplementary B.Tech Examinations for prior 2012 Scheme and 2012 Scheme candidates in the year 2020, by collecting a special fee of ₹4,000/- per paper including Application Fee and Fee for Mark list.*
REPORT OF WORK DONE DURING THE LAST FIVE YEARS

1. I have been actively engaged in research throughout. Two of my students have completed their research and awarded Ph.D.

   A. Dhanya, P.M., Text summarisation using intuitionistic fuzzy hypergraphs. (Dr. A. Sreekumar also a guide).

   B. Susan Mathew Panakkal, A geometric approach to fluid dynamics in a space-time manifold.

   One more student has completed her work and is writing thesis. There are three more students working under my guidance who will complete their work in next two years.

2. I have been giving lectures on emerging fields of research. This month I have given Professor K.S.S. Nambudiripad Endowment Lecture at Maharaja's College, Ernakulam. Our research findings have been reported in various conferences.

3. I have been contributing articles on mathematics to Malayalam magazines. I was a member of the Editorial Board of Sastragathy, a monthly magazine of Kerala Sasthra Sahithya Parishat.

4. At present I am engaged in the translation of Mathematical Manuscripts of Karl Marx. Along with this, writing of two more books is going on.

M. Jathavedan.
LIST OF PUBLICATIONS DURING LAST FIVE YEARS OF Dr. M. Jathavedan


13) *Pragmatic Evaluation of the Impact of Dimensionality Reduction in the Performance of Clustering Algorithms* (with Shini Renjith and Sreekumar, A.) First International Conference on Advances in Electrical and Computer Technologies 2019. (To be Published in Springer)

14) *Performance Evaluation of Clustering Algorithms for Varying Cardinality and Dimensionality of Data Set* (with Shini Renjith and Sreekumar, A.) First International Conference on Advances in Electrical and Computer Technologies 2019. (To be Published in Springer)


20) *Analytic Solutions of Bloch Equation with Time Varying Magnetic Field* (with R. Parameswaran) Communicated.


24) *An Empirical Research and Comparative Analysis of Clustering Performance for Processing Categorical and Numerical Data Extracts from Social Media.* (with Shini Renjith and Sreekumar A.) Communicated

25) *SemRec- An Efficient Ensemble Recommender with Sentiment based Clustering for Social Media Text Corpus.* (with Shini Renjith and Sreekumar A.) Communicated
26) Taxonomy Grooming Algorithm — An Autodidactic Domain Specific Dimensionality Reduction Approach for Fast Clustering of Social Media Text Data. (with Shini Renjith and Sreekumar A.) Communicated

Dr. M. Jathavedan,
Emeritus Professor.
Department of Computer Applications.
Cochin University of Science and Technology.
REPORT OF WORK DONE BY Dr. M. JATHAVEDAN

Emeritus Professor

Dr. M Jathavedan joined the department as emeritus professor on 29.05.2010, after his retirement as professor in the department of mathematics on 30.04.2010. He continues to be an active researcher in the areas of language computing and fluid mechanics. He has vast experience in the areas of computational fluid mechanics for the past forty years. Currently he is engaged in active research and is guiding four students in the department. Two of his students were awarded Ph.D during the last year. Also Dr. M. Jathavedan has twenty six publications to his name during the last five years (list enclosed).

Apart from this he is highly involved in popular science movements and is associated with Shastra Saahitya Parishad for the last forty years. He was also a member of the editorial board of the magazine. He has published two books in Malayalam describing the development of mathematics from ancient to present. His performance during his tenure in the department is excellent and of much use of the department.

Considering the above, I recommended for the extension of the emeritus professorship of Dr. M. Jathavedan for two more years w.e.f. 13.02.2020 as a special case.

Dr. SABU M.K.
HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT
Minutes of the Meeting of the Grievance Redressal Committee

Date and Time: 07.01.2020, 10.30 a.m.
Venue: Syndicate Room

I-Lem: - Grievance of Technical Staff of U.G.

Members Present:

1. Prof. Alexander K. Samuel
2. Dr. Sanis Gopalan
3. Dr. Poozamma Mabayan

Also present:

1. A.A.M. B.I., Dr. John Meen
2. Prof. K.A. Son, (Prof. I.)
3. Fr. Sec. K.A. So. (Prof. & Sec.)
4. R.P. T., So, PUC's Office

The Committee examined the Grievances of Technical Staff of the University with reference to the relevant rules, Government/University orders and judgments of the Courts of Law in this regard. The committee also perused the documents/orders related to implementation of 9th and 10th pay revision in CUSAT.

1. The committee considered the grievance of the Technical Assistants in various Departments/Schools for exemption from passing NET/GATE/Refresher Courses prescribed for promotion to the post Technical Officer.

The Committee recommends to exempt NET/GATE/Refresher Course - prescribed for promotion to the post of Technical Officer under CAS of Technical Cadre (Scientific) - It has been noticed that NET/GATE is not a mandatory requirement for such promotions in any of the Universities/Institutions. Universities usually deny them admission to refresher courses for the reason that they are not teachers. Also, their absence from the University for attending refresher courses is not treated 'as on duty'.
2. The Committee considered the grievance of those holding the post of Technician I in the Department of Instrumentation that they are not included in the technical cadre while the Technicians Grade I in SOE/CUCEK (with the same qualifications and duties) are in the cadre and enjoy a higher scale of pay. The representation of the Service Organisations to induct the posts of Technicians (I, II, III, IV & V) in the Department of Instrumentation (erstwhile USIC) carrying qualifications same as similar posts in other Departments/Schools/Colleges into the Technical Cadre (Scientific) was also considered. The Committee recommends the following:

The posts of Technicians in the Department of Instrumentation be redesignated and inducted to Technical Cadre (Scientific) as follows:

- Technician I and Technician II as Technician Gr II w.e.f. the date of joining. (It is to be noted that the qualification for the post of Technician I is the same as that for Technician Grade I in SOE & CUCEK and the scale of pay for Technician II and that for Technician Grade II is the same as per X Pay revision Order.)

- Technician III as Technical Assistant Grade I and Technician IV and V as Technical Assistant Gr III w.e.f. the date of the Syndicate Resolution

It may also be noted that the qualification stipulated for appointment to the post of Technician III was ITI and 5 years of experience in a reputed workshop and the scale of pay notified was 5500-9075 (as per VII PRO). It is evident from the scale of pay assigned to the post while notifying the same for appointment and its corresponding scale in the 10th Pay Revision Order (30700-65400) that the post was created as one at par with Technical Assistants in other Departments. It is therefore suggested to redesignate the post of Technician III as Technical Assistant Grade I.

The present incumbent in the post of Technician III joined the Department of Instrumentation on fresh selection on 23.10.2010. The qualification stipulated for appointment to the post was ITI and 5 years of experience and the scale of pay at the time of appointment was 9190-15510. Though the scale of pay (revised) assigned to the post of Technician III in the 10th pay revision order is 22200-48000, the corresponding scale of 9190-15510 in said pay revision order, is 30700-65400, i.e., 5 scales above the assigned one. Considering the 20 years of service (including the service in the SOE prior to joining the Department of Instrumentation) rendered by Sri. Babu Varghese in the University and the fact that the post was created as one at par with Technical Assistants in other Departments (as evident from the notified as well as the corresponding scale of pay in the 10th pay revision order), he may be re-designated as Technical Assistant Garade I, inspite of not having the qualification required for direct recruitment of the redesignated post.
As per the X Pay Revision Order the scale of Pay of Technician IV and V is 35700-75600 and 36600-79200 respectively. And Hence these posts may be redesignated as Technical Assistant Grade III with scale of Pay 36600-79200, with effect from the date of the Syndicate Resolution

3. The post of Instrument Technician in the Department of Physics and ISP be redesignated as Technical Assistant Gr I and inducted to Technical Cadre (Scientific) w.e.f. the date of joining. (Both the posts are having the same qualification and nature of duty)

4. Those who joined the University as Technical Assistants (irrespective of the Grade) be re-designated as Technical Assistant Gr. III as envisaged in the 9th Pay Revision order from the date of effect of the same ie, from 01. 07. 2009 and in compliance with the judgment in WP (c) 30527 of 2015-

The cases of those joined as Technicians in the University and Later placed as Technical Assistants under the CAS of Technical Cadre (Scientific) may be referred to the Standing Counsel of the University for an opinion regarding their redesignation as Technical Assistant Gr. III w.e.f 01. 07. 2009. It is to be noted that some of them have already been placed as Technical Assistant Grade III under the CAS of Technical Cadre (Scientific) implemented in the University.

5. As regards the grievance of the Store Keepers that their scale of pay had been cut down when compared to others with the same qualification, consequent to 9th pay revision, it is recommended to bring the matter to the notice of the newly constituted State Pay Revision Commission highlighting the qualification and responsibilities assigned to the post.

6. There are some posts in the University for which the scale of pay got lowered subsequently to implementation of 9th and 10th pay revision order; the committee recommends to send a detailed letter to the Govt. including the anomaly in the scale of pay of Statistical Officer, Library Professionals and System Manager. The same may also be brought to the notice of the Pay Revision Commission.

The meeting came to a close at 12.30 PM.